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Fall Testing Updates: CogAT and Naglieri
Each fall, Arlington Public Schools administer an abilities assessment to students in 1st and 2nd
grade, which provide a snapshot of students’ cognitive abilities, thinking, and problem solving
skills. First graders take the Naglieri Assessment (a non-verbal test), and second graders take
the CogAT (which has a verbal, non-verbal, and quantitative section). These assessments are
different from other achievement assessments that students take, which measure learning and
skills in a specific content area. The scores are used as one component of the holistic case
study approach to determine areas of strength and possible screening for gifted services, and
may also be used to capture information about students’ abilities not represented in school
grades or in other measures of school achievement. Here are what some of the questions
might look like:

Sample Non-Verbal Question (CogAT):
Look at the shapes on top. They are alike in some
way and so they belong together. Choose one
shape from the bottom row that belongs with the
figures on top.

Sample Quantitative Question (CogAT):
Look at the example below. This is an abacus. The
beads in the first 5 rods form a pattern or follow a
rule. The beads in the sixth rod are missing. Can
you choose the rod that goes in the sixth place that
would complete the pattern or follow the rule?

Sample Verbal Question (CogAT):
Lemon is to lemonade as orange is to:
a. apple juice
b. water
c. grape juice
d. soda
e. orange juice

Sample Non-Verbal Question (Naglieri):



Extending Mathematical Thinking
Math workshop creates opportunities for deep thinking

through open-ended and complex tasks

1st graders work
on place value
and ordering
numbers through
100 with an open
middle problem.

Marcy Cook tiles challenge 5th graders
to think outside the box when working
with decimals through the thousandths
place.

Opportunities for K-5 Students:
The 2022 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Virtual Literary and Visual Arts Contest.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. led the struggle for equal economic, political, and social
opportunities for all – a struggle that continues today.  During Dr. King’s March on
Washington in 1963, activists, athletes, scholars, families and people of many different
races and backgrounds came together to advocate for equality in their communities.
His legacy lives on today and inspires many individuals to carry out his dream and
make a difference in their communities

PROMPT: Incorporating a quote from Dr. King, describe in writing or through visual
arts how you, as a student, can get involved, take a stand, and support Dr. King’s
mission and vision for equality; and inspire a more equitable, inclusive and peaceful
Virginia.
CATEGORIES: Writing, Poetry, Visual Arts.
DEADLINE: Entries Due Thursday, Dec. 16, 5pm.
DOWNLOAD THE ENTRY FORM
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https://www.apsva.us/mlk-contest/
https://www.apsva.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/MLK-Entry-form.pdf


Parent Resources
Webinar: Supporting Your Child’s Writing When You
are Not Their Teacher
The writing process is frequently stressful for students and
may become an additional source of frustration for families
during quarantine. Join Cori Paulet to discuss simple
strategies you can use to reduce tensions and support
your child’s writing without needing to be the expert.

Cori Paulet holds an MA in gifted, creative, and talented
education from the University of St. Thomas, MN. Cori is
an education consultant and writing coach.

Podcast: Tilt Parenting

This podcast aims at
helping parents raising
“differently-wired” kids do
so from a place of
confidence, connection,
and joy.

Find more resources at
https://www.apsva.us/gifted-services/parent-resources/parenting-gifted-children/

Questions? Contact Ms. Clark, Resource Teacher for the Gifted, at celine.clark@apsva.us.
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2540436259505425
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2540436259505425
https://tiltparenting.com/
https://www.apsva.us/gifted-services/parent-resources/parenting-gifted-children/
mailto:celine.clark@apsva.us

